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In this issue, we welcome aboard Ian Downer as our new case study editor. 

Welcome to the team, Ian – we are happy to have you with us! 
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Contribute to Bilingual Japan・バイリンガル通信への投稿募集 
Bilingual Japan is the official newsletter of the Bilingualism Special Interest Group (B-SIG) of the 

Japan Association for Language Teaching (JALT). The purpose of this publication is to provide B-SIG 

members with articles and reports about bilingualism research and bilingual life and/or child-raising in 

Japan. Bilingual Japan also provides information about recent B-SIG activities. While submissions are 

only currently accepted in either English or Japanese, the content of submissions are not limited to 

Japanese-English bilingualism – all topics related to bilingualism in Japan, regardless of the 

specified language, are more than welcome. 

 

「バイリンガル通信」は、全国語学教育学科（JALT）バイリンガリズム分科会（B-SIG）の公

式ニュースレターです。本誌は、日本におけるバイリンガル研究およびバイリンガルの生活

または育児に関する記事やレポートを、B-SIG 会員に提供することを目的としています。ま

た、B-SIG の最近の活動についても紹介しています。投稿言語については、現時点では日本

語と英語による投稿しか受け付けていませんが、内容に関しては日英以外のバイリンガリズ

ムに関する投稿は歓迎です。 
 

The content of this newsletter depends on contributions from its readers. All SIG members and 

other interested parties are invited to submit articles or reports for inclusion in these pages. Start by 

writing about your family’s experience or something about bilingual parenting that concerns you. Even 

if you feel that what you have to say is trivial, there is always someone who will be interested. Everyone 

has a story to tell, and we look forward to hearing yours.  

 

「バイリンガル通信」は、読者の皆様からの投稿に支えられています。どんな立場であろう

と、読者から寄稿を常に募集しております。学術雑誌ではないので、ご自身やご家族の体験、

バイリンガル育児や教育について、関心のあることや疑問を持つことがあれば、とりあえず

書いてみて、気軽に投稿してください！些細なことでも、興味を持ってくれる人は必ずいま

す。寄稿をお待ちしています。 
 

Manuscript Guidelines・原稿要領 
Please consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 7th edition, as a 

style guide. Refer to recent issues of the JALT Bilingualism SIG Newsletter for instances of layout and 

referencing. (Editors and co-editors are here to help with this process – we welcome all voices, so please 

do not feel intimidated by academic conventions of if you are not used to them). 

 

和文投稿に関して、決まった様式がありません。投稿の問い合わせは、編集者のピアース・

ダニエル（pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp）まで。 

 

Bilingual Japan・バイリンガル通信 invites a wide variety of submissions to columns that are not 

necessarily included in every newsletter. Columns are listed below, and contributors with ideas for 

submissions should feel free to consult with the editor(s) about proposals – we welcome any and all 

voices that contribute to the bilingual community.  

 

投稿コラムについては、毎回出版するわけではなく、投稿がある際に、筆者と編集者の相談

の上に載せています。コラム内容については以下をご参照ください。 

  

mailto:pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp
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Regular Columns・レギュラーコラム 

 (1,000~3,000 words または 1500 字～5000 字程度) 

 

・Case Studies・事例（ケーススタディ） 

See a detailed description on page 5. （和文詳細が準備中ですが、和文寄稿は歓迎します）。 

 

・Children’s Resources (& Young Adult Book Reviews)・児童（またはヤングアダルト）向けリ

ソース紹介／書評等 

A column about books, magazines, and other resources for bilingual children in Japan, including: 

reviews and recommendations, information about where to get the resources, offers of resources to 

exchange, or give free to a good home (no sales, please) and calls for help from B-SIG members 

interested in producing their own children’s resources. Please send submissions to the column editor, 

Diane Lamb-Obara at dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com. 

 

日本のバイリンガル児童（またはヤングアダルト）向けの本や雑誌、その他のリソースに

ついて、レビュー（書評）やおすすめ情報を紹介するためのコラムです（ただし、販売は

ご遠慮ください）。また、リソース制作企画等の協力募集も受け付けます。投稿当は、コ

ラム編集者の Diane Lamb-Obara（dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com）までお送りください。 

 

・Resources Column・一般リソース／書評等 

Readers are encouraged to submit book reviews and introductions to materials that have relevance 

to bilingualism. Word count is not prioritized – submissions should include introductions of 

resources that could be beneficial to the bilingual (and emergent bilingual) community. 

 

バイリンガリズムに関連する書評や資料の紹介の寄稿をも歓迎します。特に投稿基準は設

けていませんが、バイリンガルコミュニティにとって有益な資料の紹介の投稿を期待して

います。 

 

・Voices・バイリンガルの聲 

Readers are encouraged to submit both interviews and first-hand accounts of bilingualism in Japan. 

Voices includes (but is not limited to) experiences of individual bilinguals in Japan, novice 

researchers, graduate students, educational practitioners, and bilingual professionals. Submissions 

should have a clear message that should contribute to the community and should be relatively short 

(around 1,000 words). Frustrations are also voices – articles that reasonably point out the struggles 

of bilinguals are also welcome! Voices surrounding Japanese+language-other-than-English are 

welcome. Submissions to Daniel R. Pearce: pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp. 

 

日本におけるバイリンガリズムについて、インタビューや生の声をお寄せください。「バ

イリンガルの聲」には、一般人のバイリンガル体験、大学院生、教育実践者、バイリンガ

ル専門家のつぶやきなどの、幅広い投稿を募集しています。投稿は、バイリンガルコミュ

ニティに貢献する目標の、比較的短いもの（1500～2000 字程度）を想定しています。バイ

リンガル（あるいはバイリンガル関係者）の葛藤・苦労等のつぶやきも受け付けます。日

英だけでなく、日＋英語以外の言語の投稿は大歓迎です。投稿は、ピアース・ダニエル

（pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp）まで。 

 

・Current Research & Interests 

A venue to keep readers up-to-date with links, news, and/or new research in bilingualism. 

mailto:dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com
mailto:dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com
mailto:pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp
mailto:pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp
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Submissions should generally be summaries of relatively new trends in bilingualism, preferably kept 

to under 1,000 words, and accessible to general members. Any relevant topics to bilingualism (with 

particular consideration to the Japanese context) will be considered. Please send submissions to the 

column editor, Shaitan Alexandra at alexshaitan@yahoo.com 

 

バイリンガルに関するリンク、ニュース、研究などの最新情報を読者に提供するためのコ

ラムです。投稿は、バイリンガリズムに関する比較的新しい動向の要約や紹介を、2,000 字

以内とし、一般会員がアクセスできるものとします。投稿は、コラム編集者のシャイタン・

アレキサンドラ（alexshaitan@yahoo.com）までお送りください。 

 

Feature Articles・論文記事 

These articles are longer and/or deal with topics not covered by the Regular Columns. No specific word 

limit, but submissions should adhere to a semi-academic standard. Questions regarding submissions 

should be directed to the newsletter editor. 

レギュラーコラムに該当しない準学術論文的な記事の投稿です。字数制限は設けませんが、

寄稿に関してはニュースレター編集者まで問い合わせください。 

 

 

DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT ISSUE: January 15th 

次号の投稿期限：1 月 15 日 

 

  

mailto:alexshaitan@yahoo.com
mailto:alexshaitan@yahoo.com
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Guidelines for Case Study Articles・事例（ケーススタディ）の投稿要領 
（以下が英文論文の要領。和文投稿に関しては、編集者のピアース・ダニエルが問い合わせ

を常時受けつけております。和文要領は、今後のニュースレターに詳述を記載する予定）。 

 

 The goal of a case study is to show how the process of teaching* and acquiring a minority language 

& culture is carried out in individual cases. Writers should clearly explain to the reader the relevant 

information regarding the main characters of the story, the situation that these characters came from 

and/or are presently in, and the strategies and methods used to advance toward the stated goal. While a 

case study is usually written by a parent about that parent’s child or children, any contributor who is 

suitably informed about a particular situation is eligible to submit an article for publication.    

 Obviously, contributors should keep in mind their audience. Most Bilingualism SIG members 

(numbering over 200, all of whom receive three online issues annually) have various years of experience 

in this field. Many joined the SIG when their children were young, hoping to learn how to raise their 

children to be bilingual, bi-literate, and bicultural. A contributor should strive to contribute to our 

readers’ desire to know and learn, keeping in mind that our members have a wide range of personal 

backgrounds, current family circumstances, and material and social resources. 

 * (Terms such as ‘teaching’, ‘teachers’, ‘learning’, etc. are used broadly in these guidelines and 

can/do include people, practices, and experiences beyond a traditional school environment.) 

 

Submission guidelines: 

 It is advisable to check with the editors before writing your article. It is best to propose an idea or an 

abstract and then proceed upon the editors’ feedback. Reading past case studies is advisable. 

 Deadlines are the middle of January, April, and September. Articles should be 1500-3000 words, 

though exceeding the upper cap, within reason, can usually be accommodated. In certain circumstances, 

much longer articles are accepted but may be split into two parts, appearing in successive issues. Check 

with the editors on this. 

 

Editorial guidelines: 

 Case studies in this newsletter are generally not academic in nature. Rather, they are a focused 

narrative on the real experiences of people in specific situations. References to research and theory, if 

used at all, should be used sparingly. Many case studies are fine without such references. However, 

meandering narratives will be rejected or sent back for revision. Articles should convey a clear story 

that reveals the efforts and outcomes towards teaching and learning of the target language and/or culture, 

whether successful or not.   

 

Article structure: 

 - Introduction  

 This first part of your article should provide the relevant information about the ‘teachers’ and 

‘learners’ (often the parents and children) – demographics, past and current residencies, education 

history, language abilities, teaching strategies and methods, lifestyle and social circumstances, etc.  

Pseudonyms are acceptable but should be acknowledged. A thesis statement of sorts should be included 

to alert the reader to the direction and scope of the article. 

 

- Body  

 This section should clearly deal with the main events of the article. Convey the steps taken to address 

the problems stated in the (so-called) ‘thesis statement’ and the results of those steps. This is sometimes 

the most personal part of an article, and conveying the thoughts, feelings, and behavior of the 

participants towards successes or failures can be powerful. Be fair, be accurate, and be honest.  

 Typically, there is a third party involved in a case study -- a teacher, principal, a school, family 

member, a ‘Saturday School’ board member’ etc. It is beneficial to the reader to explain this party’s 

position and behavior adequately and honestly.   

Details matter. Explain the methods you use in enough detail to give the reader a sense of how that 

method worked in those circumstances. For example, methods might include reading English books at 

bedtime, Skype sessions with cousins back home, Saturday school projects, daily ‘English-only’ periods, 
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or home-school routines. Helpful detail would include any ‘spin-off’ activity vis a vis bedtime reading; 

particulars of Skype sessions, i.e., do the kids just ‘wing it’ or are talking points set up beforehand? 

What is the proficiency or ‘success’ of the exchanges? What excites kids in Saturday Schools to do 

mid-week English homework in preparation for the Saturday lesson? What are the social benefits of 

such an arrangement? For periods where ‘English-only’ is in effect, how does the child respond? Do all 

siblings, or spouse, participate? To what affect?  

 

- Conclusion 

 Wrap up your article by briefly summarizing the wins and losses, what you have learned, and the 

path forward in the long and winding road ahead. 

 In the end, as a case study contributor, you are a storyteller. As always, good stories have drama, 

suspense, protagonists who struggle, antagonists who thwart, success, failure, humor, irony, courage, 

uncertainty, etc.  Most importantly, good stories always connect with the reader. Your reader will be 

much like you -- having much on the line, such as a precious child who they dearly want to succeed in 

life. Your story will resonate with them. Tell it well. 

 

Contacts: 

Case study editor: 

Ian Downer - downerian@gmail.com 

 

Newsletter editor (ニュースレター編集者：和文投稿は以下のアドレスまで): 

Daniel R. Pearce (ピアース・ダニエル) – pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp 

 

 

DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT ISSUE: January 15th 

次号の投稿期限：1 月 15 日 

 

  

mailto:downerian@gmail.com
mailto:pearce@shitennoji.ac.jp
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Coordinator’s Message・コーディネーターより 
 

Dear Bilingualism SIG Members! 

 

Hope this message finds you well! We would like to thank Bilingualism SIG Officers 

(https://www.bsig.org/officers), the decision-making team work (DMT), along with ALL 

Bilingualism SIG members, who have been contributing to the SIG’s successful activities via a 

long-term membership, and presenting and sharing their academic research and personal lived 

experiences, related to bilingualism/multilingualism at the PanSIG and JALT Bilingualism SIG 

Forums. We also thank all members who have been contributing to BSIG publications and/or 

events related to bi-/multilingualism and bi-/multiculturalism, and submitting articles and book 

reviews to the SIG’s Newsletter ( https://www.bsig.org/newsletter ) and the JJMM Journal 

(https://www.bsig.org/jjmm). 

 

We look forward to seeing you at the JALT International Conference “Learning from Students, 

Educating Teachers—Research and Practice”, scheduled as a face-to-face event, from Friday, 

November 11, 2022 to Monday, November 14, 2022 at the Fukuoka International Congress Center.  

 

Please join us on November 13, Sunday, at 10:45-12:15, Room #404 for the BSIG Forum, 

followed by Annual General Meeting. It is a great opportunity to meet other Bilingualism SIG 

members with similar research interests and get involved in the SIG activities by joining the 

Decision-making Team (DMT). Our Programme Chair, Diane Lamb-Obara, has worked tirelessly 

to plan the Forum, and we truly cannot succeed without your participation in the event.  

 

We thank all the reviewers, contributors and the Newsletter Editor for their time and support, hard 

work, and dedication in producing this issue. Please enjoy reading all contributions to this 

Summer Issue.  

 

We thank YOU all for your support and look forward to hearing from you! Please e-mail 

Alexandra Shaitan at alexshaitan@yahoo.com if you would like to join the DMT and get involved 

in the SIG’s activities more actively.  

 

Best wishes, 

Bilingualism SIG Coordinator, 

Shaitan Alexandra 

  

https://www.bsig.org/officers
https://www.bsig.org/newsletter
https://www.bsig.org/jjmm
https://goo.gl/maps/pLEqves9YtknG42f6
mailto:alexshaitan@yahoo.com
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Case Studies・事例（ケーススタディ） 
Case Study submissions should be directed to downerian@gmail.com 

「事例（研究）」の投稿は上記のメールアドレスまで。 

 

1. A Father’s Observations and Questions on his Bilingual Children’s 

Interactions and Language Development – One Child of Normal Hearing 

and the Other Deaf (Charles P. Kelada) 

This case study serves as a venue for sharing 

my observations in bilingual child-raising 

with an underexplored dynamic. I have 

observed my children since I was writing a 

master’s dissertation that centered around my 

first-born son, specifically on improving his 

English competence. The birth of my second 

son changed the family situation, and has 

brought many questions to mind that I wish to 

further explore, mostly related to my boys’ 

patterns of language use, and what motivates 

their language choices. In my research into 

bilingual child-raising, I haven’t managed to 

find anything that matches our specific 

context, so here, I will attempt first to describe 

our situation. 

 

Our household is quite different to most. My 

children’s mother is deaf. She uses a hearing 

aid in her left ear to amplify sound above 90 

decibels (the level most people shout at) but 

still struggles to hear certain sounds and words 

through that ear. Her right ear requires sounds 

to be above 100 decibels (the volume of a 

loudspeaker at a concert) and cannot 

differentiate sounds at all. This means, if she 

tries to use only her right ear, that she cannot 

tell if someone is speaking to her or a vehicle 

is passing close by her. She does not use or 

know sign language. Her mother told me that 

they assumed my wife had hearing problems 

around 2 years old as she rarely responded 

when they called her and was late to start 

speaking. They confirmed that she was deaf 

when she was around 4 to 5 years old. My 

second-born son Keiji (2 and half years old) is 

also deaf. The doctors measured his hearing to 

require that sounds be amplified to 95db or 

higher for both ears when he was 6 months old. 

My first-born, Kaiya (5 years and 2 months), 

is a healthy, active child.  

 

Both children attend a Japanese daycare that 

has been very supportive of their bilingual 

development, but there are no English-

speaking teachers there. Kaiya started 

producing Japanese from 1 and a half and 

started to produce English on a regular basis 

during and after my dissertation, when he was 

around 2 and a half years old to 3 years old. 

However, his production has decreased due to 

a growing sense of self-consciousness in his 

use of English at daycare. Particularly, some 

of the children at his daycare would praise him 

or comment on his language usage, noting that 

they could not understand what he was saying 

when we would speak which caused a little bit 

of shyness. More so than the other children 

mailto:downerian@gmail.com
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making comments, one of the teachers he did 

not like would exaggerate her praise of his 

English usage, which caused him to become 

very self-conscious when he was 3 years and 

4 months old. He has since overcome his self-

consciousness, but he still prefers to use 

Japanese when he can. 

 

In terms of the languages my children are 

exposed to, I am the only native English 

speaker with whom my children constantly 

interact. Their mother only speaks Japanese. 

They will talk to our family in America 

through video chat from time to time, but that 

only happens about once a month to once 

every couple of months. During these 

conversations, I usually translate what the kids 

are saying in Japanese into English, but they 

understand what our English-speaking family 

is saying. When Kaiya was 2 years and 9 

months old and Keiji was about a month old, 

we started using the one parent, one language 

method. Thus far, I have noticed a major 

increase in Kaiya’s English competence and 

production, but he still prefers Japanese in 

most situations. For Keiji, he has experienced 

me speaking to him in only English for most 

of his life, so it is hard to tell the difference it 

made. We have also tried to increase the 

quantity of English media we consume at 

home, but this appears to have had little 

impact. However, playing video games with 

Kaiya in English seems to have piqued his 

interest in the language.  

 

Keiji’s development is where I started to find 

that much of the information I had gathered 

during my research did not seem to match my 

observations. He started babbling and cooing 

around 6 months, and has made vocalizations 

ever since. However, he has not produced 

many words in English or Japanese yet. He 

started using hearing aids from the age of 4 

months and received cochlear implants at 2 

years and 4 months. Up to this point, there are 

a handful of words that he produces regularly. 

The number of vocalizations and words he 

produces has increased after receiving 

cochlear implants, but the increase has not 

been significant yet. At the time of writing, he 

has been using the implants for about 6 weeks.  

 

Kaiya’s patterns of language use vary in 

support of his brother. He will adjust his 

language to make sure that Keiji is hearing and 

understanding what those around them have 

said. After Keiji turned 2, Kaiya started 

translating what I said to both of them into 

Japanese. For example, Keiji likes to help with 

chores around the house. When I fold the 

laundry, I will give him items to put away. On 

one such occasion, I handed Keiji a shirt and 

asked him to put it on the dresser in our 

bedroom. As he walked away with the shirt, 

Kaiya kept pointing to the dresser saying, 

“Dresser ni oite” (“Put it on the dresser”). The 

reason I found this fascinating is that Keiji 

usually understands and does what I ask of 

him without anyone translating. When I asked 

Kaiya why he translated what I said, he told 

me that he was worried Keiji would put the 
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shirt in the wrong place. Upon telling him that 

he still said “dresser” in English, he smiled 

and went to talk to his mother, avoiding the 

question!  

 

     Just as Kaiya will translate what I say to 

him and his brother into Japanese, he will also 

translate what his mother says into English. 

On one such occasion, their mother asked for 

help setting the table. Their mother asked 

Keiji to set the chopsticks on the table, 

specifying that the red ones were hers. As 

Keiji placed Kaiya’s Pokémon chopsticks, 

Kaiya pointed to his mother’s place at the 

table and said, “Mama no chopsticks go here, 

akai yatsu dayo” (“Mama’s chopsticks go here, 

the red ones”). Up to this point, I had assumed 

that the reason why Kaiya would mostly 

translate my English into Japanese was 

because he thought it would be easier for his 

brother to understand. This interaction made 

me question if this was accurate. I asked him 

why he translated what his mother said, but the 

only answer he gave me was that he thought it 

was the right thing to do. As a father, Kaiya’s 

behavior made me proud, but as a researcher, 

it made me unsure how to approach this 

situation and has me questioning why 

bilingual children choose to use the language 

they do. Is Kaiya an outlier in his language 

choices? 

 

There are instances in which Kaiya will use 

English to get Keiji to do something when 

they are playing. There have been several 

occasions where Keiji would jump on Kaiya 

or grab one of Kaiya’s toys. Kaiya would then 

say either “stop it” or “yamete” (stop it and 

yamete share the same meaning). This brought 

me to the conclusion that maybe Kaiya was 

mimicking my use of English when I would 

ask him and his brother to do things around the 

house. However, during play, Kaiya would 

also refer to objects he knows, make 

suggestions for what to play, and say things 

like “I’m going to get you” in both English and 

Japanese. I have yet to discern how or why 

Kaiya chooses English in some cases and 

Japanese in others. The most common answers 

he has given me thus far as to why he uses one 

language over the other during play are: 1) he 

wants to help Keiji understand; 2) he did not 

think about it and just used the language that 

came to mind, and; 3) he felt more 

comfortable using the language for that 

particular instance.  

 

When looking at both of their vocalizations, 

the only persistent pattern I could find with 

Kaiya is that he will use English more often 

with me and on occasion with his brother. 

Otherwise, he primarily uses Japanese to 

communicate with his Japanese family, 

friends, and teachers. For Keiji, things are 

quite different. Keiji’s preferred language 

seems mixed at this point. Many of his 

vocalizations in both English and Japanese are 

not intelligible. He still primarily babbles, but 

there is some meaning to the vocalizations he 

makes. When he does use words, it seems that 

he mimics Kaiya in how he decides to use his 

languages. He will say “thank you” when he 
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gets something from me or “yucky” when he 

sees something he does not like or is making a 

joke. On the reverse, he will say “arigatō” 

when his mother does something for him, or 

gives him something, and “gochisōsama” (a  

common phrase to express thanks, used after 

eating) after finishing a meal. As it stands right 

now, I cannot make any steadfast 

determinations as to how both Kaiya and Keiji 

decide to use their languages with each other 

or with their mother and me. 

 

I plan on continuing to observe both my 

children’s language development. I find that 

their situation is unique and thus it is difficult 

to make any generalizations that could be 

applied to other bilingual children. However, I 

do believe that continuing to observe their 

behaviors could answer my lingering 

questions regarding their language use and 

could help other parents of bilingual children, 

especially for parents of deaf bilingual 

children. I hope to find answers to these kinds 

of questions as my children get older and I 

have more opportunities to observe them. 
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2. Online Native-Level Group Lessons for Development of the Emergent 

Bilingual (Amanda Hahn) 

I started working as a public-school ALT again 

when my daughter was a few days shy of age 

one. There were no international daycares 

close enough in Kobe that would support me 

being gone nine hours every weekday, so she 

went to a neighborhood ward office system 

daycare. One undesired consequence was that 

while my daughter always understood my 

English, her output in Japanese started to far 

exceed that of her English. My husband is a 

junior high school math teacher, and while he 

speaks more English than the average person, 

it was unrealistic to expect him to speak 

English to our child. They have always spoken 

Japanese with each other.   

 

I started thinking about how to get my 

daughter to speak more English. I guess I 

qualify as a bilingual myself, of the studied-

from-college-took-10-years-to-pass-N2-but-

finally-did kind, and so the problem wasn’t 

that I didn’t understand my daughter but that I 

wanted her to speak English too. I had never 

spoken to her in anything but English, but by 

age two she mostly spoke to me in Japanese.  

We have had lots of books in English since she 

was a baby, and I read to her almost every day.  

She watched TV in English. We listened to 

songs in English. We went to a monthly 

English playgroup that she loved. I couldn’t 

take the time off required to go back to see 

family in the US, but we talked to them weekly. 

 

I found options that she wasn’t yet old enough 

for, such as a local English-language Scouts 

troop. Others – most of the paid English 

language preschool options – ended before 5 

p.m. and did not fit in with full-time work. I 

bookmarked Saturday programs that started 

from kindergarten age. I started to stress, and 

gently drilled her like I would with my own 

ESL students. She began to use some English 

phrases to say she wanted to go downstairs, or 

that she wanted to watch TV. I couldn’t bring 

myself to ignore her if she spoke Japanese to 

me, so I would rephrase what she said to me 

in English. 

 

When she was a month shy of three, the 

pandemic began. I was luckily able to stay 

home with her during the short full-school 

shutdown, when daycares were still open but 

really wanted only the children of the most 

essential workers. She started speaking more 

English to me and we did nature walks, park 

trips, and baked bread together. When she 

went back to daycare again, just before the 

start of May, I was a little more relaxed. 

 

Sometime into May I noticed an 

advertisement on Facebook. My daughter is 

very into Paw Patrol even now, and the ad was 

for an online Paw Patrol class. A lot of ads on 

Facebook are disingenuous, or tout unreliable 

products, and so I looked into the site the ad 

was from. It turned out that it was, and is, a 
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legitimate site where overseas – mostly US, 

but some Australia and UK – freelance 

teachers run online classes, all on Zoom.   

 

We signed up for the Paw Patrol class and 

while my daughter didn’t talk much, she was 

clearly entranced. The teacher asked each 

child their favorite Paw Patrol character, read 

a story, and played a video. After that, I spent 

time during my commute looking at these 

online classes and seeing what would fit into 

our schedule. As schools in the US were 

closed at the time, there were massive 

amounts of offerings even during the Japanese 

early morning before we went to daycare. For 

a period of a few months, I scheduled one 

online class a week, all one-off classes. Some 

my daughter liked more than others, and 

anything over 30 minutes tended to be difficult 

for her to focus on. (I’m sure any early 

educators are nodding here.) 

 

In the meantime, I read a post on Reddit from 

a working mother in the US talking about how 

she outsourced what she could, and it inspired 

me to try having my daughter in more online 

classes. I simply couldn’t fill the role of six 

people, including a kindergarten-licensed 

teacher, talking in English about Paw Patrol 

or the alphabet – I especially couldn’t do it at 

the end of a day after teaching five elementary 

school classes. So, in the fall, we started a 

three-day-per-week course in the morning on 

Zoom with a US licensed teacher. It was 

slightly more academic, with counting and 

alphabet knowledge, but my daughter enjoyed 

it. She still didn’t speak much but seemed to 

understand everything, and I sat nearby and 

helped with materials. 

 

We kept the class through the winter, but then 

Daylight Saving Time hit, and it became too 

early! I switched to an evening class with 

another licensed teacher who covered more or 

less the same topics as the other teacher, but 

also allowed time for the children to socialize.  

It didn’t happen overnight, but suddenly I 

noticed my daughter chatting in English with 

the other kids. Sometimes she got so excited it 

was more yelling than talking. I began to 

supervise less and less during classes, and now, 

while I am generally in the room, I’m usually 

doing something else. 

 

These days my daughter is taking an online 

homeroom-type basic skills class four times a 

week, 25 minutes each, from the same teacher, 

and a “read a story and draw a picture” class 

once a week for 25 minutes. She is very 

interested in art, so occasionally I find and add 

in other art classes. Her English is not at the 

level of a child growing up in an English-

speaking country. She sometimes makes past 

tense errors in particular, but I am extremely 

proud of her progress. She can now hold 

conversations with English-only speakers 

with no issue. Her four-times weekly class 

includes some early phonics and literacy skills, 

and she can write a handful of letters now. She 

and I practice some early skills workbooks 

together and she uses the app Reading Eggs 

irregularly as well. 
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Talking with other parents has led me to 

believe it is partially her personality that has 

allowed such success with online classes.  

She tries to make friends in new situations, 

and I think it is that desire that leads her to 

want to talk in English with the other kids in 

her class. Still, regardless of your child’s 

personality, if you are having trouble finding 

offline options, online ones are worth trying.  

Starting off with non-academic one-shot 

classes in a subject my daughter was 

interested in was perfect. Then, as she grew, 

we could change to weekly classes – meaning 

I also didn’t have to go to the trouble of 

finding new classes so much.   

 

The drawbacks of online classes include that 

often parents have to supply materials, the 

threat of cancellation due to low enrollment 

(more a risk with one-shot than weekly 

classes), and the aforementioned Daylight 

Saving Time class time change if you are 

using an overseas option. Lessons also cost 

money. I am spending a lot overall, but it has 

been worth it for the increase of English 

exposure and engagement in a way that fits 

our schedule.   

 

 I really like that my daughter can interact 

with teachers who are in English-speaking 

countries and kids who are all over the world.  

Very occasionally she will run into another 

child in Japan. There are classes in every 

subject, and we have tried multiple types of art, 

science, music, and social studies classes, as 

well as ones on topics like diversity and 

emotional regulation. 

 

My daughter is now five. Now that we have 

found a class lineup groove, she will continue 

this online route along with her offline English 

activities; we still attend our offline English 

language playgroup about once monthly, and 

intermittently take offline in-English art 

classes.   

 

I changed jobs to a private junior high and 

work on Saturday, so between that and her 

father’s intermittent coaching, in-person 

Saturday English programs have become 

impossible. She will likely go to Japanese 

elementary school, and I’m not sure what will 

happen after that – schedule changes, 

homework, social changes, and the online 

class offerings will likely change as well. She 

may want to keep going – as of now, she often 

asks me if she has class today, and she has 

figured out how to send reactions in Zoom, 

demonstrating her engagement. We will wait 

and see what happens when elementary school 

begins. 
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Resource Column・バイリンガルリソース 
Resources submissions should be directed to dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com 

「バイリンガルリソース」の投稿は上記のメールアドレスまで。 

 

Setting Ground Rules, Streamlining our Multilingual Approach, and 

Following the Child’s Interests: Becoming an Influencer with Daddy 

(Anna Belobrovy, Rikkyo University [FLER]) 

 

As the famous saying goes, “It takes a 

village to raise a child.” Raising a bilingual 

child in my case at times feels like a task for 

a fine city. When we were expecting M, I 

nurtured a strong determination to raise her 

as a multilingual and frantically researched 

the whole wide web to encounter a miracle 

strategy that would turn M into a speaker of 

all the four languages that I have acquired in 

my lifetime. The ideas I found required a lot 

of dedication and hard work, but nothing 

could stop this first-time mom and over-

motivated ex-preschool teacher, so the task 

at hand seemed doable. When she was still a 

baby she would hear me addressing her in 

Russian and singing to her in Hebrew along 

with English songs from YouTube, and then 

storytime in English and Japanese 

conversation coming from Dad’s side of the 

family. I can only assume we caused major 

confusion. But luckily, children are resilient, 

and no linguistic harm seems to have been 

done. By the time she turned two, we were 

already exhausted from our experimenting. I 

also realized that my child would be happier 

with fewer languages as I noticed she started 

to feel uncomfortable when facing 

vocabulary gaps. We regrouped and set a 

couple of ground rules for any future 

language acquisition-related activities for 

good measure. The first one was to apply the 

well-known scheme “one person - one 

language” or at times “one setting - one 

language.” The second rule was to naturalize 

and minimize any efforts made in the 

language acquisition direction. Easy to say, 

hard to do.  

 

For practical purposes, as the first step of the 

grand plan, I enrolled M in an English-

speaking preschool in order to shift the 

responsibility for English. For Russian, we 

maintained constant visits to Russia and 

frequently teleconferenced with 

grandparents. In addition, I also limited 

content on YouTube to Russian. Storytime in 

Japanese was obviously left to Dad’s side of 

the family, but they happily took it on 

themselves. Seemed like we were finally in 

heaven with our new approach.  

 

But nothing lasts forever.  

 

In February of 2020, as we all know, the 

pandemic began. My parents canceled their 

yearly pilgrimage to Japan, followed by 

mailto:dianelamb.ohiojapan@gmail.com
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multiple cancellations from our side to see 

them. Preschool was closed until further 

notice, and the walls of what I considered 

concrete construction turned into a house of 

cards overnight. The tides had shifted, and I 

needed an alternative action plan that would 

remain relatively effortless and natural, just 

like the previous one.  

 

Since the preschool was indefinitely 

unavailable and entertaining M bilingually 

by myself in Russian and English at home 

was an overwhelming prospect to me, the 

first part of the revised plan was to bring 

Russian acquisition to a minimum and focus 

solely on English in order to avoid losing my 

own mind. English became our everything: 

daily communication, screen time, YouTube 

content, playdates online - you name it.  

 

Now is the time to confess that screen time 

was the main ingredient of this equation, as 

in 2020, in the midst of the global health 

pandemic, I also became a mother of two. 

Taking care of M’s baby brother, N, on 

lockdown, and without sufficient external 

help, called for emergency measures. At the 

age of five, left alone with her new digital 

babysitter, M’s vocabulary skyrocketed, and 

she consistently filled me in on all the 

goodness YouTube Kids had to offer. She 

particularly adored Ryan’s World and other 

science-related children-friendly channels, 

the Unboxing series, and practically any 

video or channel where kids appear as 

“influencers,” a new word I acquired thanks 

to M. She willingly explained it to me one 

day that Ryan gave very good reviews of the 

toys and now she wanted all the toys and 

science experiment sets he owned. After M’s 

elaboration I automatically categorized 

Ryan and all the crowd of influencers as my 

eternal enemies considering the fact that the 

target goods are either not accessible in 

Japan, or sold for eye-watering prices.  

 

In 2021 after the first year of the pandemic, 

at the age of six, we enrolled M in the first 

grade of English immersion elementary 

school with a good balance of English and 

Japanese hours (70% of the major subjects 

taught in English and the remaining 30% in 

Japanese). With this, her English continued 

to thrive until the point that one day M came 

to me and declared that she wanted to have 

her very own channel like Ryan on Ryan’s 

World channel, but with a twist. Her plan 

was to share the secret of slime-making with 

the world. I was honestly skeptical, but M 

had already set her eyes on a YouTube career, 

and there was no way around it. I reluctantly 

agreed and we purchased all the ingredients 

for slime-making. One Sunday afternoon, I 

was forced into a long series of filming. To 

my enormous surprise, M has all it takes to 

be a YouTube star. She knew all the ins and 

outs of the lingo of a fine influencer. She 

knew how to start and close her sessions. For 

example, at the end of each video she would 

cheerfully encourage her fans to support her 

channel by adding: “Don’t forget to like this 

video. Leave comments and subscribe to my 
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channel.” She was filled with confidence 

and excitement, she talked like a machine 

gun, and was overflowing with ideas for 

future video material. Unfortunately, 

embarking on a filmmaking career was not 

in the cards for me, and I was about to close 

the case when the universe stood up for M 

and Dad came into the picture. And now, this 

brings us to the high point of this story.  

 

Being an independent entrepreneur with a 

relatively flexible schedule and curiosity, 

Dad decided to take a course in TikTok 

video-making and needed a guinea pig for 

his very own TikTok Project. M joyfully 

agreed, and they launched M’s’ English 

Room on TikTok. From this moment, it 

became M’s precious baby. 

 

Since I, Mom, am the minority stakeholder 

and have minimal control, I am not trusted 

with all the intricacies of the video-making 

process. However, this leaves me room, as 

both a mother and an educator, to stand back 

and observe. This is what I have found so far.  

 

M is strongly interested, and thus highly 

self-motivated, in the content, the activity, 

and the process. She keeps herself up to date 

on all the unthinkable teenage YouTube 

trends, such as pranking, treasure hunts, 

music videos, unusual candy, and outfits, etc. 

Then she tries to apply them to her own 

material. She rotates entertaining and 

learning content to appeal to a broader 

audience and tries to keep her subscribers on 

their toes by alternating her content that way. 

Mom’s consultations are requested only in 

cases of material collection and “research.” 

In other words, I am consulted for behind-

the-scenes preparations, such as shopping 

for trending candy, toys, or art supplies.  

 

The working scheme M and Dad developed 

involves long Sunday shooting sessions 

every other week, or sometimes less 

frequently, as M is a busy lady and prefers to 

create bigger chunks of material for Dad to 

edit. From M’s raw material and uncut 

footage, Dad produces short videos that vary 

in length from ten seconds to a minute, and 

air daily on M’s TikTok channel (managed 

by Dad), and Instagram account (managed 

by Mom). At this point, M is almost eight 

and runs the channel in English. Dad adds 

Japanese subtitles to make it more 

educational. This also brings M’s videos to 

the attention of language learners in Japan 

and will hopefully increase the number of 

Tiktok subscribers, still at only 104 

followers as of writing, but slowly 

increasing. Since the launch, in early April 

of 2020, the team has produced 128 short 

videos, and M’s creative “idea generator” is 

still fully charged.  

 

As we are still in the early days of the 

channel, it remains a process of trial and 

error. In the first month, M and Dad 

impressed the subscribers with visuals and 

effects that he mastered in his TikTok course 

and easy-to-remember English synonymic 
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expressions such as “I’m cold” and “I’m 

shivering,” followed by M’s explanation in 

Japanese. After a month, Dad proposed to 

commercializing the channel as a course in 

basic English for Japanese beginners of 

English, rebranding it as Mimi’s English 

Room – a product aimed for emerging 

English speakers ages 6-12. M rejected the 

idea. She really enjoys her creative freedom 

to experiment with any new content she 

finds inspiring, even if it does not match the 

target audience's possible expectations. 

Since M’s bar is very high and one of her 

future goals is to take over the world of 

entertainment, she also occasionally films 

short dancing videos. In regards to 

linguistically-heavy content, M’s choice is 

usually a full report of M’s tasting of famous 

sweets (such as gummies, unusual cotton 

candy, etc.), M’s painting lessons, and 

occasional trips around the Kanto (Greater 

Tokyo) area (at this point).  

 

In addition, M always starts her videos with 

vibrant greetings and keeps her energy high 

throughout (テンションが高い: probably 

from too much sugar at times after multiple 

candy-tasting reports). 

 

Here is a snippet of an August 2022 video 

featuring her new participant, a stuffed toy 

dog Ai and Korean candy. 

 

M’s English Room start! Do you know 

what we gonna do today? 

Today I’m gonna show you some Korean 

snacks and to do that I’m gonna introduce 

you to my stuffed toy pet Ai! 

Hey Ai, which snack should we eat 

today? 

Ai (M’s narration): This one! 

M: Let’s try this Ai! 

Look! This is a rice ball bubble gummy! 

Let’s try this. 

Hmm reminds me of Coca-cola! 

I rate this whopping ten! (Please don’t 

ask where she learned this expression.)  

Thank you for watching! 

See you tomorrow! Bye!” 

 

So, all in all, the channel is a win-win for 

everyone. Mom can sleep reassured M is 

following her heart and interests, while 

developing into a confident young lady with 

emerging multiple intelligences; creativity, 

linguistic ability, social skills, etc.) Dad is 

gaining editing experience that he has been 

craving for and wholeheartedly enjoys. And 

finally, M is the big winner of us all, with all 

the fame and glory, and an unceasing supply 

of candy.  

 

 

Links: 

Tiktok: Mimi’s Room: 

https://www.tiktok.com/@mimi_channel2022 

Youtube: Mimi and Dandan: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcbFEnhF

SdtUJp71Uw6b4gQ 

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/ann_my_way_/ 

 

https://www.tiktok.com/@mimi_channel2022
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcbFEnhFSdtUJp71Uw6b4gQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcbFEnhFSdtUJp71Uw6b4gQ
https://www.instagram.com/ann_my_way_/
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Figure 1. Screenshots from M’s social media accounts

 

*** 

 

 
Learning from Students, Educating Teachers—Research and Practice 

Friday, November 11, 2022, to Monday, November 14, 2022, Fukuoka International 

Congress Center 

48th Annual Conference on Language Teaching and Learning & Educational Materials 

Exhibition 
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